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  Flying beyond the stall Douglas A. Joyce,2014
The X-31 Enhanced Fighter Maneuverability
Demonstrator was unique among experimental
aircraft. A joint effort of the United States and
Germany, the X-31 was the only X-plane to be
designed, manufactured, and flight tested as an
international collaboration. It was also the only
X-plane to support two separate test programs
conducted years apart, one administered largely by
NASA and the other by the U.S. Navy, as well as
the first X-plane ever to perform at the Paris Air
Show. Flying Beyond the Stall begins by describing
the government agencies and private-sector
industries involved in the X-31 program, the
genesis of the supermaneuverability concept and
its initial design breakthroughs, design and
fabrication of two test airframes, preparation for
the X-31's first flight, and the first flights of
Ship #1 and Ship #2. Subsequent chapters discuss
envelope expansion, handling qualities (especially
at high angles of attack), and flight with
vectored thrust. The book then turns to the
program's move to NASA's Dryden Flight Research
Center and actual flight test data. Additional
tasking, such as helmet-mounted display
evaluations, handling quality studies, aerodynamic
parameter estimation, and a tailless study are
also discussed.The book describes how, in the
aftermath of a disastrous accident with Ship #1 in
1995, Ship #2 was prepared for its outstanding
participation in the Paris Air Show. The aircraft
was then shipped back to Edwards AFB and put into
storage until the late 1990s, when it was
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refurbished for participation in the U. S. Navy's
VECTOR program. The book ends with a comprehensive
discussion of lessons learned and includes an
Appendix containing detailed information.
  Storytelling Klaus Fog,Christian Budtz,Baris
Yakaboylu,2006-03-20 Must-read for managers on a
powerful branding tool of the future. Up-to-date
cases from the business world, plenty of
illustrations and easy-to-use tools. Recommended
by managers of top international firms. Covers
both the internal and external benefits of
storytelling for a business company. Danish
version sold more than 2000 copies.
  Asper Nation Marc Edge,2007 The second
generation of Aspers that now runs Canada's
largest news media company is much like the first.
Israel Izzy Asper's three children often appear in
today's headlines. David is bidding to buy the
Winnipeg Blue Bombers football team. Gail heads
fundraising efforts for the new Canadian Museum of
Human Rights. Leonard sits in his father's place
as head of CanWest Global Communications. Like its
founder, they also use their media empire to
influence public opinion. Asper Nation explains
why Canadians should be concerned about where the
country's first family of news media is coming
from, politically. Izzy Asper was an oddity as a
Liberal politician in the 1970s. Fiscally, he was
to the right of most Conservatives. As a
nationally syndicated newspaper columnist, he
called for a flat tax and workfare. As a best-
selling author, he helped thwart a plan to shift
Canada's tax burden from the middle class onto
corporations. But when Asper took his policies to
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Manitobans as Liberal leader in 1973, he was
soundly defeated. Asper got into the television
business instead and built Canada's third network.
Asper made CanWest the country's most profitable
broadcaster by feasting on regulations that
encouraged the importation of cheap American
programming. He took his formula to the world in
the 1990s, buying television networks in New
Zealand, Australia, and Ireland. Then in 2000,
Asper pioneered media convergence, buying Canada's
largest newspaper chain from Conrad Black. Southam
dailies were soon ordered to run national
editorials written at CanWest Global headquarters
in Winnipeg. This corporate news control brought
protest from journalists and two government
inquiries. Neither resulted in long-sought limits
on media ownership, however. Marc Edge offers a
compelling account of the political perils
involved in allowing the Asper family to dominate
Canadian media.
  The Rust Programming Language (Covers Rust 2018)
Steve Klabnik,Carol Nichols,2019-09-03 The
official book on the Rust programming language,
written by the Rust development team at the
Mozilla Foundation, fully updated for Rust 2018.
The Rust Programming Language is the official book
on Rust: an open source systems programming
language that helps you write faster, more
reliable software. Rust offers control over low-
level details (such as memory usage) in
combination with high-level ergonomics,
eliminating the hassle traditionally associated
with low-level languages. The authors of The Rust
Programming Language, members of the Rust Core
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Team, share their knowledge and experience to show
you how to take full advantage of Rust's features-
-from installation to creating robust and scalable
programs. You'll begin with basics like creating
functions, choosing data types, and binding
variables and then move on to more advanced
concepts, such as: Ownership and borrowing,
lifetimes, and traits Using Rust's memory safety
guarantees to build fast, safe programs Testing,
error handling, and effective refactoring
Generics, smart pointers, multithreading, trait
objects, and advanced pattern matching Using
Cargo, Rust's built-in package manager, to build,
test, and document your code and manage
dependencies How best to use Rust's advanced
compiler with compiler-led programming techniques
You'll find plenty of code examples throughout the
book, as well as three chapters dedicated to
building complete projects to test your learning:
a number guessing game, a Rust implementation of a
command line tool, and a multithreaded server. New
to this edition: An extended section on Rust
macros, an expanded chapter on modules, and
appendixes on Rust development tools and editions.
  Sonic Modernities in the Malay World Bart
Barendregt,2013-12 Sonic Modernities analyses the
interplay between the production of popular music,
shifting ideas of the modern and, in its
aftermath, processes of social differentiation in
twentieth-century Southeast Asia.
  Sign Installation Guide Andy Trent,1997
  The Officer's Handbook Святослав Николаевич
Козлов,1977
  Global Soundtracks Mark Slobin,2008-09-29 The
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first volume focusing on film music as a worldwide
phenomenon
  Storm Warning ,1995-09
  Religious Symbols and Their Functions Haralds
Biezais,1979
  High-Performance Computing Laurence T.
Yang,Minyi Guo,2006 With hyperthreading in Intel
processors, hypertransport links in next
generation AMD processors, multi-core silicon in
today's high-end microprocessors from IBM and
emerging grid computing, parallel and distributed
computers have moved into the mainstream.
  Michael Strogoff; Or, The Courier of the Czar
Jules Verne,2022-09-15 DigiCat Publishing presents
to you this special edition of Michael Strogoff;
Or, The Courier of the Czar by Jules Verne.
DigiCat Publishing considers every written word to
be a legacy of humankind. Every DigiCat book has
been carefully reproduced for republishing in a
new modern format. The books are available in
print, as well as ebooks. DigiCat hopes you will
treat this work with the acknowledgment and
passion it deserves as a classic of world
literature.
  A Dog of Flanders Ouida,1909
  I Will Survive Gloria Gaynor,2014-03-11 I Will
Survive is the story of Gloria Gaynor, America's
Queen of Disco. It is the story of riches and
fame, despair, and finally salvation. Her meteoric
rise to stardom in the mid-1970s was nothing short
of phenomenal, and hits poured forth that pushed
her to the top of the charts, including Honey Bee,
I Got You Under My Skin, Never Can Say Goodbye,
and the song that has immortalized her, I Will
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Survive, which became a #1 international gold
seller. With that song, Gloria heralded the
international rise of disco that became synonymous
with a way of life in the fast lane - the sweaty
bodies at Studio 54, the lines of cocaine, the
indescribable feeling that you could always be at
the top of your game and never come down. But down
she came after her early stardom, and problems
followed in the wake, including the death of her
mother, whose love had anchored the young singer,
as well as constant battles with weight, drugs,
and alcohol. While her fans always imagined her to
be rich, her personal finances collapsed due to
poor management; and while many envied her, she
felt completely empty inside. In the early 1980s,
sustained by her marriage to music publisher
Linwood Simon, Gloria took three years off and
reflected upon her life. She visited churches and
revisited her mother's old Bible. Discovering the
world of gospel, she made a commitment to Christ
that sustains her to this day.
  On the Frontier Richard P. Hallion,Michael H.
Gorn,2010-07-06 This little known classic history
of flight-testing the Xplanes is reborn,
sweepingly revised and updated with new and
recently released information. Aviation
enthusiasts will savor the most detailed account
available of record-setting aircraft like the X-1
and XZ-15, flown by Chuck Yeager and other
legends, as well as all the cutting-edge NASA and
Defense Department programs that perfected the
aeronautical concepts and technology used in US
military, space, and commercial craft. A
completely updated and reinterpreted text, three
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new chapters, dozens of rare photographs, and the
complete statistical record of nearly six decades
of testing make this required reading for anyone
interested in manned flight.
  The Sixth Station Linda Stasi,2013-12-01 Some
say Demiel ben Yusef is the world's most dangerous
terrorist, personally responsible for bombings and
riots that have claimed the lives of thousands.
Others insist he is a man of peace, a miracle
worker, and possibly even the Son of God. His
trial in New York City for crimes against humanity
attracts scores of protestors, as well as media
and religious leaders from around the world.
Cynical reporter Alessandra Russo heads to the UN
hoping for a piece of the action, but soon becomes
entangled in controversy and suspicion when ben
Yusef singles her out for attention among all
other reporters. As Alessandra begins digging into
ben Yusef's past, she is already in more danger
than she knows—and when she is falsely accused of
murder during her investigation, she is forced to
flee New York. On the run from unknown enemies,
Alessandra finds herself on the trail of a global
conspiracy and a story that could shake the world
to its foundations. Is Demiel ben Yusef the Second
Coming or the Antichrist? The truth may lie in the
secret history of the Holy Family, a group of
Templars who defied the church, and a mysterious
relic stained with the sacred blood of Christ
Himself.
  Gnomes Wil Huygen,2023-09-05 A newly reissued
edition of the beloved illustrated survey of gnome
life, history, and lore, which has sold
astronomically since its original publication in
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1977 Did you know that gnome couples always have
twin children? Or that a gnome is seven times as
strong as a human? Do you want to hear some gossip
from the gnome who knew Rembrandt? Dutch artist
Rien Poortvliet's charming illustrations and
physician Wil Huygen's detailed observations of
the gnomes' habits, anatomy, and lifestyle are a
delight for readers of all ages. Children will
adore the gnome family's underground home and the
constant interaction with animals; adults will
appreciate the tongue-in-cheek scientific data.
Gnomebody is immune to the gnomes' tremendous
appeal--and a whole new generation is waiting to
love them for the first time!
  Statistics Mason,Robert D. Mason,Douglas A.
Lind,William G. Marchal,1997-12
  Broadcasting in South Africa Ruth Teer-
Tomaselli,Keyan G. Tomaselli,Johan Muller,1989
  Scream Unauthorized Quiz Book Killian H
Gore,2021-01-15 What's your favorite scary movie?
If it's Wes Craven's 1996 love letter to horror
movies, Scream, then you've found the right book!
With over 100 questions on the hugely entertaining
postmodern slasher movie, plus some screamingly
difficult ones that might make you feel a little
woozy! Also features the bonus short story, The
Gravedigger and excerpts from What's Your Favorite
Scary Movie and Incredible Horror Movie Facts Part
II. Plus, read Part 17 of The Horror Movie
Massacre as Vill attempts to ditch his latest
victim's chopped up dead body inside the Overlook
Hotel. So, let's play a game... Scream trivia. You
better know all of the rules for surviving a
horror quiz. Or you won't be right back for one
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last question! Books for the obsessive horror
fan... You are doing an excellent job. Keep
writing! - JOHN LANDIS
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